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Abstract 
In all-optical logic gate using semiconductor optical 

amplifier (SOA), a strong continuous wave (cw) light 
input is an effective way to accelerate optical relaxation 
(optical acceleration). Up to now this acceleration 
method utilized different wavelength input-lights because 
it is easy to discriminate the cw light from the control 
pulse by using band-pass filter. In this research, we 
focused on the decreasing of acceleration effect problem 
when using different wavelength. And we proposed a 
more effective acceleration way by used cw light whose 
wavelength matches to that of input-data signal. We have 
found that this method make optical relaxation 1.25 times 
faster than the conventional one. 
 
1. Introduction 

In ultrafast all-optical signal processing, all-optical 
processors based on SOA are very attractive, due to their 
ultra-high response speed, low power consumption and 
integration potential. All-optical processors based on 
SOA have been researched actively, for example the 
wavelength converter[1], logic gate[2], demultiplexer[3], 
etc.. These all-optical processors are composed of SOA 
and interferometer. Delayed-interference signal-
wavelength converter (DISC) is one example. DISC is 
composed of a SOA and Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
(MZI) (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1. the scheme of DISC-type wavelength converter. 
 

DISC-type wavelength converter utilizes cross-phase 
modulation (XPM) inside SOA. The input lights to SOA 
are probe light (cw) and control light (pulse). The optical 
phase of probe light is modulated by control light via 

carrier density modulation inside SOA. This modulated 
probe cw light is divided in two components, and then 
these components interfere to each other in MZI and 
outputted. In these all-optical processors, the important 
parameters which decide a their performance are 
nonlinear phase shift (NPS) of probe light and carrier 
lifetime in SOA. These two parameters have a trade-off 
relation. 

NPS is a quantity of probe light’s phase shift caused by 
XPM, and NPS contributes the extinction ratio of output 
signal. Generally NPS is necessary about 0.3-π to get 
good output signal. For this purpose, we have to input the 
strong control pulse to SOA.  

In all-optical processors, carrier lifetime decides 
operation speed. One of the effective ways to shorten the 
carrier lifetime of SOA is the optical acceleration. This 
includes the increasing of injection current to SOA, the 
selecting of blue shift component by band-pass filter 
(BPF) and the inputting of strong cw light. In this 
research, we focused on the last optical acceleration 
method. In this case, the strong cw light decreases the 
carrier density of equilibrium state in SOA. Therefore the 
effective carrier lifetime is shortened. [5] [6]  

Up to now, two input lights to SOA have been set on 
different wavelength each other because it is easy to 
discriminate the cw light from control pulse by using 
band-pass filter. However, we focused on a problem that 
using the different wavelength input light decreased the 
optical acceleration effect. In this research, we proposed 
a more effective acceleration way by used cw light whose 
wavelength matches to that of input-data signal, and 
experimentally verified the advantages of this 
acceleration way compared to conventional way. 

 
2. Principle of new optical acceleration way 

All-optical gate based on SOA utilizes the time 
variation of carrier density in SOA. Fig. 2 shows the 
SOA’s gain spectra and wavelengths of input signal 
(probe light (cw, 1540 nm), control light (pulse, 1555 nm 
(center wavelength))). Because the carrier density of 



different energy level inside SOA depends on optical 
frequency (equivalent optical wavelength), so the optical 
gain depends on optical frequency too. If the two input 
signal’s wavelengths are different, carrier density 
modulation is not efficiently used. When the control 
pulse was input to SOA, the carrier density along SOA 
decrease as long as pulse propagate inside SOA. Then the 
peak of gain spectrum decay and red shift (Fig.2). This 
causes the problem that the intensity ratio between two 
input signals does not keep constant (Fig. 3 (I)), so the 
probe cw light does not enhance enough. In the result, it 
weakens the efficient of optical acceleration. 

On the other hand, in our new optical acceleration way, 
the cw light’s wavelength is matched to that of input-data 
signal. Therefore the intensity ratio between two input 
signals is able to keep constant (Fig. 3 (II)), so the cw 
light is enhanced more efficiently than conventional way. 
As a result, this way is expected to have a better optical 
acceleration than conventional way. However, in the 
same wavelength scheme, we have to discriminate the cw 
light from the control pulse on these polarizations. 
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Fig. 2. Measured gain spectra and ASE spectra of SOA. 
(solid): gain spectra, (dash): ASE spectra 
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Fig. 3. Intensity of optical signal in SOA. 
(I): different wavelength (cw: 1540 nm, pulse: 1555 nm), (II): 
same wavelength (cw, pulse: 1555 nm), ●: cw +3 dBm (into 
chip), ▲: data signal 100 fJ (into chip), 12.5 GHz, Injection 
current: 150 mA 

3.  Experimental results 
   We experimentally verified the NPS and carrier 
lifetime at both of different wavelength input scheme and 
same wavelength input scheme and then compared. Fig. 4 
is the experimental setup.  
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup. 
PPG: pulse pattern generator, MLFL: mode-locked fiber laser, 
LN: LN-modulator, DFB-LD: distributed-feedback laser diode, 
SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier, Q: quarter-wave plate, 
H: half-wave plate, P: polarizer, 3dB: 3dB coupler, BPF: optical 
band-pass filter, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer 
 
 A mode-locked fiber laser (MLFL) generated the 2.0-ps 
width, 1555-nm optical clock pulses at the repetition rate 
of 12.5-GHz. When we observed the carrier lifetime, the 
repetition rate of output pulse from MLFL is 
demultiplexed from 12.5-GHz to 1.25-GHz by NL-
modulator. A distributed-feedback laser diode (DFB-LD) 
generated cw light. According to the experimental type 
(same or different wavelength), the wavelength of cw 
light is set to 1555-nm or 1540-nm respectively. These 
two lights were input to bulk type SOA that was made by 
InPhenix Inc. We investigated the dependences of the 
NPS and carrier lifetime on the injection current to SOA, 
the intensity of cw input light and the input pulse energy 
respectively. 
 Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are the experiment results of carrier 
lifetime and NPS respectively.  
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Fig. 5. Waveform of cross-gain modulation. 
(red): same wavelength, (blue): different wavelength, (black) no 
signal, (dash): fitting curve, cw: +3 dBm (into chip), pulse: 100 
fJ (into chip), 1.25 GHz, Injection current: 150 mA 
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Fig. 6. The dependence of nonlinear phase shift on input pulse 
energy. (red): same wavelength, (blue): different wavelength, 
cw: +3 dBm (into chip), pulse: 12.5 GHz, Injection current: 150 
mA, inside figure: cross phase modulation (different 
wavelength, pulse100fJ) 
 

We estimated the carrier lifetime from the cross-gain 
modulation measured by cross-correlator. The carrier 
recovery of SOA has two components i.e. fast recovery 
and slow recovery. We estimated the carrier lifetime from 
slow recovery. And we calculated the NPS from a XPM 
spectrum observed by optical spectrum analyzer.[1] In the 
same wavelength experiment, we couldn’t discriminate 
the cw light from the control pulse by band-pass filter 
(BPF). In order to observe only a modulated cw 
component we configured a polarizer before SOA to 
discriminate the polarization of cw light from the control 
pulse. Fig. 5 shows the same wavelength scheme can 
shorten the carrier lifetime more than the different 
wavelength scheme. Although NPS was almost same  
(Fig. 6), as the input pulse energy become higher, NPS at 
the same wavelength scheme is slightly larger than the 
different wavelength scheme. 
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Fig. 7. Trade-off relation between carrier lifetime and nonlinear 
phase shift. (solid): same wavelength optical acceleration, cw, 
pulse: 1555 nm (dashed): different wavelength optical 
acceleration, cw: 1540 nm, pulse: 1555 nm, pulse energy: 100 
fJ, cw power: +3, 0, -3, -10 dBm (into chip) 

Fig. 7 shows the result of trade-off relation between 
NPS and carrier lifetime at the different wavelength 
scheme and same wavelength scheme. 
Our new scheme, same wavelength scheme, can increase 
the effect of optical acceleration than different 
wavelength scheme as the same NPS. We verified that the 
new scheme could accelerate up to 1.25 times faster than 
conventional scheme with achieving of 0.3-π NPS. 
 

4. Conclusion 
   We proposed the new optical acceleration way that 
input cw light whose wavelength matches to that of 
input-data signal. And in this work, we verified that this 
new scheme could accelerate up to 1.25 times faster than 
conventional one. We expect that this scheme can 
accelerate more by increasing of injection current to SOA 
or the length of active layer of SOA for example.  
 For the next, we will demonstrate the all-optical logic 
gate using this same wavelength scheme and verify the 
availability of this scheme. Our goal is all-optical OR-
gate in ultrahigh repetition rate (over than 100-GHz). 
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